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A new lead seal in the name of the Umayyad ruler 'Abd alMalik b. Marwān  Tawfīq Ibrāhīm

12.29 g
28mm

The above three lines can be translated as “for (or to) 'Abd /alMalik Emir / of the believers.”

This rare Umayyad lead seal with legends only on one face is one of the earliest known that can be clearly dated as
of the period of the prominent Umayyad Emir ,'Abd alMalik ibn Marwān, AH 6586 / CE 685705. The registered
seals of this ruler are up to date extremely rare being a similar lead seal in the Guossous collection the only other one
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published . This relative scarcity is probably only circumstantial and may be due to a general lack of concern or
simply indifference by historians and archeologist for this kind of apparently mundane material evidence. The
Guossous seal, aside from the addition of a generic , has the same legend as the one here presented but
whose distribution is in four lines instead of three. Even though the first word ( ) in the seal of the Guossous
collection is not readable the whole text can reasonably be assumed to read as follows:

This seal has a piercing through the center and no marks or legend on the reverse which might be due to its reuse
for some other purpose.

The similar legends on these two objects pose the question as to what was the possible function
of these seals?

On this matter one can only speculate as we have no more evidence than the seals themselves. It could have
been most probably one of two, a seal of a remittance of due taxation or that of an official message sent to

the Emir.

The first possibility that of sealing a remittance of taxation or any other due sum is quite improbable as a simple lead
seal would offer little or no protection against pilfering.The second possibility is of it being the sealing of a message
directed to the said ruler is perhaps more reasonable though not demonstrable.The reverse of the present seal has
a groove which would indicate that a wire though was there before the breaking of the seal. Also on this reverse is
evident a kind of mesh design which would make the seal less liable to move from whatever object or container it
was securing. If these seals are of a message sent then these could be a first material evidence of a postal system,
a barīd. An institution, the barīd, whose existence is well recorded in the chronicles that cover the period of the Arab
conquests but for which we have had to date no material evidence.


